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The Distribution of the Ratio of the Products of Two Independent $\alpha$-$\mu$ Variates and Its Application in the Performance Analysis of Relaying Communication Systems
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We present novel general, simple, exact, and closed-form expressions for the probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the ratio of the products of two independent $\alpha$-$\mu$ variates, where all variates have identical values of alpha parameter. Obtained results are applied in analysis of multihop wireless communication systems in different fading transmission environments. The proposed theoretical analysis is also complemented by various graphically presented numerical results.

1. Introduction

Modern technology is characterized by increased need for mobile computing and communications devices. This demand for mobility led to the introduction of number of different wireless networking technologies such as wireless local area networks, Bluetooth technologies, ultrawideband networks, mobile ad hoc networks, and Wi-max [1–5]. All those technologies are based on relaying techniques which enable network connectivity where traditional architectures are impractical due to location constraints.

Since all those technologies are in essence wireless communication systems, one of occurring problems for this type of system is fading caused by multipath propagation. When a received signal experiences fading during transmission, signal envelope fluctuates over time [6]. In addition to fading, the wireless transmission can also be subjected to shadowing which is the result of large obstacles and deviations in terrain profile between transmitter and receiver. In such composite environments, signal envelope can be modeled with product of two random variables [7, 8].

Besides fading another important aspect of this type of communication system is cochannel interference (CCI). CCI is a result of frequency reuse which is essential in increasing system capacity and is statistically modeled with ratio of random variables [9].

Wide range of statistical models exists for describing the statistical behavior of signal envelope whose accuracy and veracity depend on communication scenario and propagation environment. The most frequently applied models in the technical literature are Rayleigh, Nakagami-$m$, Weibull and $\alpha$-$\mu$. Since $\alpha$-$\mu$ variate comprise, Rayleigh, Nakagami-$m$, Weibull varies as special cases. Once we derived $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution, the special cases can be obtained by the appropriate setting of the parameters $\alpha$ and $\mu$.

The Rayleigh model is frequently used to describe multipath fading with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) path and where a number of objects affect signal like high density city areas [10, 11].

The Weibull distribution exhibits an excellent fit to experimental fading channel measurements, for both indoor [12]
and outdoor [13] environments. Also good results are provided in urban environments. Fading severity in the Weibull fading environment is described by Weibull parameter \( \beta \); as these parameters increase, fading severity decreases.

The Nakagami-\( m \) distribution has gained widespread application in the modeling of physical radio channels since it shows great agreement with experimentally obtained results [14]. Fading severity in Nakagami-\( m \) environments is described by Nakagami parameter \( m \), respectively. As these parameters increase, fading severity decreases [15].

The \( \alpha - \mu \) distribution is a general gamma distribution that can be used to better represent the small-scale variation of the fading signal [16]. Parameter \( \mu \) can be used to better represent the small-scale variation of the fading signal.

Parameter \( \gamma \) is associated with the fading severity in the Weibull environment as the module of power [17].

First, we present different distributions describing statistical behavior of arbitrary random variable \( y \) which are in cases of Rayleigh, Weibull, Nakagami-\( m \), and \( \alpha - \mu \) distributions given by respected distribution.

In the case of Rayleigh distribution random variable is given by

\[
p_r(y) = \frac{2}{\Omega_y} ye^{-(y^2/\Omega_y)},
\]

where \( \Omega_y = E(y^2) \) and \( E(\cdot) \) denotes expectation.

In the case of Weibull distribution random variable is given by

\[
p_y(y) = \frac{\beta}{\Omega_y^{\beta-1}} y^{\beta-1} e^{-(y^\beta/\Omega_y)},
\]

where \( \Omega_y = E(y^\beta) \) and \( E(\cdot) \) denotes expectation.

In the case of Nakagami-\( m \) distribution random variable is given by

\[
p_y(y) = \frac{2m y^{m-1}}{\Gamma(m) \Omega_y^m} e^{-(m y^2/\Omega_y)},
\]

where \( \Omega_y = E(y^m) \), \( \Gamma(\cdot) \) is gamma function, and \( m_y \) is Nakagami-\( m \) parameters that range from 0.5 to \( \infty \).

In the case of \( \alpha - \mu \) distributed random variables are described with the following equations:

\[
p_y(y) = \alpha \left( \frac{\mu_y}{\Omega_y} \right)^{(\mu_y/\Omega_y)^{\alpha-1}} \frac{1}{\Gamma(\mu_y) \Gamma(\mu_z)} \Gamma_2^1 \left( \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\mu_x \mu_z}{\mu_y} \\
\frac{\Omega_x \Omega_z}{\Omega_y}
\end{array} \right) t^{(\alpha/2)(\mu_y+\mu_z-1)}
\]

\[
\times \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\mu_x + 2 \mu_y + \mu_z - 3}{\mu_x \mu_z + 1} \right) \right],
\]

where \( \Omega_y = E(y^\alpha) \), \( \alpha > 0 \) is parameter related to the nonlinearity, and \( \mu_y \) is the inverse of the normalized variance of \( y^\alpha \), \( \mu_y \geq 0.5 \).

The \( \alpha - \mu \) distribution is a general distribution that includes as special cases Nakagami-\( m \) distribution for \( \alpha = 2 \) and Weibull distribution for \( \mu = 1 \). In all those cases value of \( \Omega_y > 0 \) since they represent realistic values of the power signal and interference.

In this section, closed-form expressions for the PDF and CDF of ratio of random variable and product of two random variables, \( \lambda = x y / z w \) (where values of the random variables \( x, y, z, \) and \( w \) are defined by including these variables in expressions (1), (2), (3), and (4), are obtained using solutions for PDF of \( \alpha - \mu \) variable \( t = x y / z \) derived in [14]:
and applying

\[
p_A(\lambda) = \int_0^\infty |J| p_x(\lambda w) p_w(w) dw,
\]

\[
|J| = \left| \frac{dt}{d\lambda} \right| = w.
\]

CDF of \( \lambda \) can be obtained by definition as

\[
F_A(\lambda) = \int_0^\lambda p_A(s) ds.
\]

After applying the described procedure, with the aid of [18, equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11)], [20, equations (3.461), (6.631(3)), and (7.813 (1))], [21], and [22, equation (26)], the PDFs and CDFs of \( \lambda \) in different scenarios can be expressed in terms of Meijer G functions.

For the Rayleigh scenario:

\[
p_A(\lambda) = 2 \left( \frac{m_x m_y}{m_x m_w} \right)^{(1/2)(m_x+m_y-1)} \times \left( \frac{\Omega_x \Omega_w}{\Omega_x \Omega_y} \right)^{(1/2)(m_x+m_y-1)} \times G_{2,2}^{2,2} \left( \begin{array}{c} m_x \Omega_x \Omega_w \Omega_x \Omega_y \lambda^2 \end{array} \right| \begin{array}{c} \frac{1}{2} (m_x + m_y + 2m_w - 3), \frac{1}{2} (m_x + 2m_x + m_y - 3) \\
\frac{1}{2} (m_y - m_x + 1), \frac{1}{2} (1 - m_y + m_x) \end{array} \),
\]

\[
F_A(\lambda) = \left( \frac{m_x m_y}{m_x m_w} \right)^{(1/2)(m_x+m_y-1)} \times \left( \frac{\Omega_x \Omega_w}{\Omega_x \Omega_y} \right)^{(1/2)(m_x+m_y-1)} \times \lambda^{m_x+m_y-1} \times G_{3,3}^{2,3} \left( \begin{array}{c} m_x m_y \Omega_x \Omega_w \Omega_x \Omega_y \lambda^2 \end{array} \right| \begin{array}{c} \frac{1}{2} (m_x + m_y + 2m_w - 3), \frac{1}{2} (m_x + 2m_x + m_y - 3), \frac{1}{2} (3 - m_x - m_y) \\
\frac{1}{2} (m_y - m_x + 1), \frac{1}{2} (1 - m_y + m_x), \frac{1}{2} (1 - m_y - m_x) \end{array} \).
\]
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\[ F_{\lambda}(\lambda) = \alpha \left( \frac{\mu_x \mu_y}{\mu_x \mu_w} \right)^{(1/2)(\mu_+ + \mu_+^{-1})} \left( \frac{\Omega_x \Omega_w}{\Omega_x \Omega_y} \right)^{(1/2)(\mu_+ + \mu_+^{-1})} \frac{1}{\Gamma(\mu_x) \Gamma(\mu_y) \Gamma(\mu_w)} \]

\[ \times \lambda^{(\alpha/2)(\mu_+ + \mu_+^{-1})} G_{3,3}^2 \left( \frac{\mu_x \mu_y \Omega_x \Omega_w}{\mu_x \mu_w \Omega_x \Omega_y} \lambda^\alpha, -\frac{1}{2} \left( \mu_x + \mu_y + 2 \mu_w - 3 \right), -\frac{1}{2} \left( \mu_x + 2 \mu_y + \mu_x - 3 \right), \frac{1}{2} \left( 3 - \mu_x - \mu_y \right) \right) . \]

(11)

Using expression (11) we have calculated CDF and PDF for the ratio of products of two \( \alpha-\mu \) distributions with special case of Nakagami-\( m \) in Figure 1.


The product of random variables, \( x_i/y_i \), represents signal envelope which suffers from fading and shadowing while the random variable \( z/w \) represents CCI envelope at the input of \( ith \) terminal (\( i = 1, N \)). The random variable \( \lambda_i = x_i/z_i/y_i/w_i \) presents SIR value at the input of \( ith \) terminal.

Widely accepted system performance indicator is outage probability defined as probability of having SIR value lower than predetermined threshold \( \lambda_0 \) which defines required QoS [23–25]. The system failure can occur in sections S-R\(_1\), R\(_1\)-R\(_2\), R\(_2\)-R\(_3\), ..., R\(_{i-1}\)-R\(_i\), ..., R\(_{N-1}\)-D when some of the values of \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, ..., \lambda_N \) are below the predetermined threshold \( \lambda_0 \). Deriving PDF of minimum of \( \lambda_j \), \( \lambda = \min(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, ..., \lambda_N) \), is important for analyzing multihop relayed communication systems in which the source terminal communicates with the destination terminal through a number of relay terminals. It can be obtained based on previous results as \( \lambda = \min(\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_j, ..., \lambda_N) \)

\[ p_\lambda(\lambda) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_{\lambda_n}(\lambda) \prod_{k=1}^{N} \left( 1 - F_{\lambda_k}(\lambda) \right) . \]

(12)

The outage probability of multihop system is defined as

\[ P_{out} = \int_0^{\lambda_0} p_\lambda(\lambda) d\lambda . \]

(13)

As an illustrative example, the outage probability of dual-hop and triple-hop communication systems can be obtained applying [18]:

\[ P_{out} = F_{\lambda_1}(\lambda) \left( 1 - F_{\lambda_2}(\lambda) \right) + F_{\lambda_1}(\lambda) \left( 1 - F_{\lambda_3}(\lambda) \right) + F_{\lambda_1}(\lambda) F_{\lambda_2}(\lambda) \cdot \]

(14)

The curves representing PDF of \( \lambda \) and outage probability of multi-hop (dual-hop and triple-hop) communication system in Nakagami-\( m \) fading environment are presented in Figure 2. Without loss of generality, we assumed that the ratios of average powers are equal on all terminals inputs; that is, \( y_i = \Omega_x/\Omega_y, \Omega_w = y_i, i = 1, N \). Namely, signal is amplified in terminal so that the ratio of average powers at the input of the next terminal is equal to the ratio of average powers at the input of previous one.

It is noticeable that the outage probability is higher for lower values of Nakagami-\( m \) parameter which is connected with signal, that is, in environment with higher fading severity. Increasing power of the useful signal increases values of the \( \gamma \) parameter, and as a result we have decline of the outage probability. Also, having in mind that \( y_i = \gamma_i, i = 1, N \), the higher values of \( N \) imply larger distance between the source and destination terminals and higher values of the outage probability.

4. Conclusion

The PDF and CDF of ratio of product of two random variables \( \lambda = xz/yw \) have been derived. Rayleigh, Weibull, Nakagami-\( m \), and \( \alpha-\mu \) statistical models are included in the paper, so that other researchers and engineers could use our results in a wide range of scenarios in many areas of science. An application of these results for the wireless communications community has been described. Namely, presented results can help the designers of wireless communication systems to simulate different wireless environments where fading and shadowing affect desired signal and CCI and readjust system parameters in order to meet the QoS demands. In our future
Figure 1: CDF of ratio of products of two $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution with special case Nakagami-$m$ distributions when $\alpha = 2$.

Figure 2: PDF and CDF of ratio of products of two Nakagami-$m$ distributions for dual- and triple-hop communication systems.
work, we hope to obtain analytical closed form expressions for moment generating functions, amount of fading, capacity of channels, and time of fading for ratio of products of random variables which will have application in analysis of wireless communication systems where signal is affected by fading and shadowing and CCI by fading, signal is affected by fading and CCI by fading and shadowing, and finally where both desired signal and CCI are affected by fading and shadowing simultaneously which is realistic scenario in modern urban areas.
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